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ABSTRACT: The mobility of uranium (U) in subsurface environments is controlled by interrelated adsorption, redox, and
precipitation reactions. Previous work demonstrated the formation of nanometer-sized hydrogen uranyl phosphate (abbreviated
as HUP) crystals on the cell walls of Bacillus subtilis, a non-UVI-reducing, Gram-positive bacterium. The current study examined
the reduction of this biogenic, cell-associated HUP mineral by three dissimilatory metal-reducing bacteria, Anaeromyxobacter
dehalogenans strain K, Geobacter sulf urreducens strain PCA, and Shewanella putrefaciens strain CN-32, and compared it to the
bioreduction of abiotically formed and freely suspended HUP of larger particle size. Uranium speciation in the solid phase was
followed over a 10- to 20-day reaction period by X-ray absorption ﬁne structure spectroscopy (XANES and EXAFS) and showed
varying extents of UVI reduction to UIV. The reduction extent of the same mass of HUP to UIV was consistently greater with the
biogenic than with the abiotic material under the same experimental conditions. A greater extent of HUP reduction was observed
in the presence of bicarbonate in solution, whereas a decreased extent of HUP reduction was observed with the addition of
dissolved phosphate. These results indicate that the extent of UVI reduction is controlled by dissolution of the HUP phase,
suggesting that the metal-reducing bacteria transfer electrons to the dissolved or bacterially adsorbed UVI species formed after
HUP dissolution, rather than to solid-phase UVI in the HUP mineral. Interestingly, the bioreduced UIV atoms were not
immediately coordinated to other UIV atoms (as in uraninite, UO2) but were similar in structure to the phosphate-complexed UIV
species found in ningyoite [CaU(PO4)2·H2O]. This indicates a strong control by phosphate on the speciation of bioreduced UIV,
expressed as inhibition of the typical formation of uraninite under phosphate-free conditions.

■

UVI minerals. Reductive approaches for U immobilization rely
on the formation of low-solubility UIV phases such as uraninite
(UO2). Both laboratory and ﬁeld-scale experiments have
demonstrated the ability of a phylogenetically diverse range
of microorganisms (primarily FeIII- or sulfate-reducing bacteria)
to reduce UVI to uraninite, thereby lowering dissolved U
concentrations.6−15 However, the long-term stability of the UIV
phases is uncertain, especially if conditions become oxic and

INTRODUCTION
The mobility of U in subsurface environments is controlled by
a number of adsorption, precipitation, and redox reactions,
often resulting from microbial activity. Oxidized UVI species,
such as the hydrated uranyl cation (UO22+) or the uranylcarbonate complexes (UO2(CO3)n(2−2n)), are relatively soluble
in aquatic systems, and this can lead to the development of
highly dispersed contaminant plumes.1−5 Eﬀorts to mitigate the
migration of U in subsurface environments have largely focused
on approaches that decrease U solubility (and thus mobility),
including reduction of UVI to UIV with subsequent precipitation
of sparingly soluble UIV phases, as well as addition of
amendments that induce precipitation of sparingly soluble
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counterparts.54−56 It is also unclear whether bioreduction of
solid UVI-phosphates would produce the least-soluble form of
UIV, uraninite. Previous work suggests that dissolved phosphate
inhibits uraninite formation during bioreduction of aqueous
UVI,7,49,50,57 resulting in the precipitation of ningyoite-like
phases with relatively uncharacterized stability.58 In this study
we examine the potential for reduction of uranyl phosphate by
Anaeromyxobacter dehalogenans strain K, Geobacter sulf urreducens strain PCA, and Shewanella putrefaciens strain CN32, all of
which are Gram-negative, mesophilic, dissimilatory UVIreducing bacteria.7,59−63 Two sources of solid-phase UVI
phosphate were examined: an abiotically precipitated, lowersurface-area uranyl hydrogen phosphate (UO2HPO4·4H2O;
abbreviated as HUP) and a biogenic, nanoparticulate HUP
associated with the cell walls of Bacillus subtilis (a non-UVIreducing bacterium). The reduction of the two UVI phosphate
phases was compared under conditions either favoring or
inhibiting HUP dissolution in order to evaluate the role of
dissolved UVI species, and the molecular structure of the
reduced UIV species was determined.

UIV phases such as uraninite become susceptible to oxidation
back to soluble/mobile UVI.16−25
An alternative approach involving the addition of dissolved
phosphate or phosphate-bearing minerals (e.g., apatite) to
induce the formation of low-solubility uranyl phosphate
minerals has also been explored. Indeed, the potential for UVI
immobilization by phosphate amendments has been demonstrated in both laboratory and ﬁeld-scale experiments,26−39
which typically report the precipitation of uranyl phosphate
phases belonging to the autunite and meta-autunite groups,
such as (Na,Ca)2−1[(UO2)(PO4)2]·3H2O or chernikovite
[(H3O)2(UO2)2(PO4)2·6H2O]. Autunite and meta-autunite
minerals are common in a wide variety of U deposits40 and
have been identiﬁed in soils and subsurface sediments from Ucontaminated sites.41,42
Studies of naturally formed autunite/meta-autunites suggest
that they are a stable sink for U.43,44 However, as with reductive
precipitation approaches, uncertainty remains regarding the fate
of U precipitated as UVI-phosphate. Aerobic bacteria are known
to promote the dissolution of phosphate-bearing minerals,
including autunite, as a means of obtaining phosphate.45−48
Besides dissolution, uranyl phosphates may also become subject
to reducing conditions. For instance, the uranium ore deposit at
Coles Hill, VA, exhibits a sharp redox front containing UVIphosphate and reduced UIV species on each side.43 At such
redox boundaries colloidal UVI-phosphates may be transported
to the reducing zone together with groundwater movement. In
remediation approaches aimed at uranyl phosphate precipitation by bacteria capable of phosphatase activity,27−29,31,32,35 it
is possible that stimulation of the subsurface microbial
community with glycerol-3-phosphate will result in concurrent
stimulation of metal-reducing strains. Even isolated strains of
bacteria exhibiting phosphatase activity have been shown to
produce both UVI-phosphate and reduced UIV.49,50 The
dynamics between UVI-phosphate precipitation and reduction
may also aﬀect the reduction kinetics or U speciation in
approaches focused solely on UVI bioreductionphosphate
may already be present at a ﬁeld site, or it may be supplied in
the treatment to ameliorate phosphate limitations during the
biostimulation activities. All of the above have the potential to
produce UVI-phosphate before or during the establishment of
reducing conditions.
Overall, the fate of uranyl phosphates under reducing
conditions and the eﬀect of UVI-phosphate precipitation on
the bioreduction of UVI are unclear. Smeaton et al.51 reported
no reduction of UVI in meta-autunite by Shewanella putrefaciens
strain 200R, a Gram-negative, dissimilatory UVI-reducing
bacterium.52 Similarly, the release of phosphate following
hydrolysis of intracellular polyphosphate and subsequent
precipitation of uranyl phosphate appeared to limit the
reduction of UVI by the Gram-positive, metal-reducing bacteria
Pelosinus sp. UFO1 and Cellulomonas sp. ES6.49,50 In contrast,
the thermophilic, Gram-positive bacterium Carboxydothermus
ferrireducens (previously classiﬁed as Thermoterrabacterium
ferrireducens) readily reduced UVI present as the meta-autunite
mineral uramphite to UIV, with the subsequent precipitation of
the UIV phosphate mineral ningyoite [CaU(PO4)2·H2O].53
These conﬂicting results make it diﬃcult to characterize
deﬁnitively the transformations of UVI phosphate minerals in
natural systems under reducing conditions. In addition,
biominerals formed in the presence of cell surfaces and
exudates may have unexpected reactivity, as their properties are
often diﬀerent from those of their chemically precipitated

■

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Biogenic and Abiotic HUP Synthesis. The preparation
and characterization of the B. subtilis-associated HUP and the
abiotic HUP minerals were based on the methods used by
Dunham-Cheatham et al.55 modiﬁed as described in the
Supporting Information. Precipitation of HUP in the presence
of B. subtilis results in smaller (10−30 nm) particles
agglomerated at the cell surface, whereas abiotic HUP
precipitation results in freely suspended particles of larger
size (50−150 nm). The mineral identity of the HUP phases
was veriﬁed by X-ray diﬀraction and X-ray absorption
spectroscopy, and the agglomeration of the biogenic HUP
particles on the surface of B. subtilis was demonstrated in
previous work.55
UVI Bioreduction Experiments. Details on the culturing of
A. dehalogenans K, G. sulf urreducens PCA, and S. putrefaciens
CN-32 and on the setup of the bioreduction experiments are
provided in the Supporting Information. Brieﬂy, the anoxic
experimental systems used for the UVI reduction studies were
prepared by sparging 60 mL of 30 mM bicarbonate buﬀered
medium (±4.0 mM NaH2PO4) with N2:CO2 (= 80:20 for pH
6.8) or 60 mL of 30 mM HEPES buﬀered medium (±4.0 mM
NaH2PO4) with Ar in 160-mL serum bottles. After sparging,
the bottles were sealed with Teﬂon-lined rubber septa and
aluminum crimp caps and sterilized by autoclaving. Acetate or
lactate was provided as the sole electron donor for the metalreducing bacteria (10−20 mM). One of the following UVI
forms was added as the sole electron acceptor: (1) B. subtilisassociated biogenic HUP (0.1 g wet mass with 5 mg of HUP
mineral) or (2) abiotic HUP (5 mg of HUP mineral for each
reactor). Total UVI concentration was 0.2 mM for all reactors.
The reactions were initiated by adding an aliquot of the desired
metal-reducing cell suspension (0.07−0.1g of wet mass, 1.2−1.7
g L−1).
HUP Dissolution. Experiments were performed to estimate
the concentration of dissolved U in equilibrium with the
biogenic and abiotic HUP phases under the solution conditions
of our study. Identical reactors were prepared as described
above for the bioreduction experiments, but the ﬁnal step of
inoculation with the metal-reducing bacteria was omitted. After
20 days of reaction, the concentration of U remaining in
solution was determined by inductively coupled plasma-optical
5669
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Table 1. Extent of UVI Reduction Obtained from Linear Combination Fitting of XANES and EXAFS Spectra
sample IDa

type of HUP

S. putrefaciens CN-32
BSH
biogenic
BSB
biogenic
ASH
abiotic
ASB
abiotic
ASB-20
abiotic
BSH-PO4
biogenic
BSB-PO4
biogenic
A. dehalogenans K
BAH
biogenic
BAB
biogenic
AAH
abiotic
AAB
abiotic
AAB-20
abiotic
BAH-PO4
biogenic
BAB-PO4
biogenic
G. sulf urreducens PCA
BGH
biogenic
BGB
biogenic
AGH
abiotic
AGB
abiotic
AGB-20
abiotic
BGH-PO4
biogenic
BGB-PO4
biogenic

solution conditions

reaction period (days)

ﬁnal U(aq) concnb (μM)

XANES UIV/Utotalc (%)

EXAFS UIV/Utotalc (%)

HEPES
bicarbonate
HEPES
bicarbonate
bicarbonate
HEPES + 4 mM PO4
bicarbonate + 4 mM PO4

10
10
10
10
20
17
17

4.0
4.9
n.m.
n.m.
n.m.
0.3
<0.2

56
80
21
38
67
33
62

57
78
27
39
59
35
67

HEPES
bicarbonate
HEPES
bicarbonate
bicarbonate
HEPES + 4 mM PO4
bicarbonate + 4 mM PO4

10
10
10
10
20
17
17

9.4
8.6
n.m.
n.m.
n.m.
0.3
<0.21

22
53
8
43
55
11
21

24
52
6
41
54
12
26

HEPES
bicarbonate
HEPES
bicarbonate
bicarbonate
HEPES + 4 mM PO4
bicarbonate + 4 mM PO4

10
10
10
10
20
17
17

4.3
3.1
n.m.
n.m.
n.m.
<0.2
<0.2

29
100
13
42
66
11
55

29
13
40
58
13
59

The ﬁrst letter represents the U source: B stands for biogenic HUP on the cell wall of B. subtilis, A for abiotically precipitated HUP. The second
letter represents the metal reducer: S stands for S. putrefaciens CN-32, A for A. dehalogenans K, G for G. sulfurreducens PCA. The third letter
represents the buﬀer solution: H stands for HEPES buﬀer, B for bicarbonate buﬀer. bAqueous U concentrations measured by ICP-OES in the
supernatants at the end of the reaction period. Measurement uncertainties are estimated to be <0.1 μM on the basis of the standard deviation from
triplicate ICP measurements. n.m. = not measured. cUncertainty in UIV% from XANES ﬁtting is estimated to be about 10%. Uncertainties from the
EXAFS ﬁtting were estimated to be 5% for all samples (see the Supporting Information). Although the XANES ﬁtting procedure did not constrain
the sum of the UVI and UIV proportions, the obtained sum was close to 1 (±0.05) for all samples.
a

incubated with biogenic or abiotic HUP; however, the extent of
UVI reduction depended on the bacterial species and the
experimental conditions. The samples and conditions are
described in Table 1. Selected U-LIII edge XANES spectra
obtained with each bacterial species are compared to UVI and
UIV standards in Figure 1. Spectra from the remaining samples
in Table 1 are included in Figures S3 and S4, Supporting
Information. Compared to the unreacted HUP spectrum, the
reacted samples exhibit a shift in the absorption edge toward
lower energy and dampening of the postedge shoulder feature.
Both of the latter features indicate reduction of UVI to UIV.65−67
Samples BGB and BSB (Table 1) showed the greatest extent of
reduction, with XANES spectra similar to that of the UIV
standard.
The proportions of UIV and UVI components in the spectra
were quantiﬁed by linear combination ﬁtting. Table 1 and
Figure S5 show the result of this analysis, demonstrating a good
ﬁt of the data. The transformation between the initial UVI and
ﬁnal UIV species is also evident in the k3 χ(k) EXAFS data
shown in Figure 2. The EXAFS spectra exhibit consistent
trends with the extents of reduction determined by XANES and
show well-deﬁned isosbestic points (points of identical molar
absorption between samples, indicating that the spectra are
resulting from changing proportions of the same two
components). The isosbestic points are also present in
comparisons of spectra for diﬀerent metal-reducing bacteria
(i.e., comparing spectra between panels 2A, 2B, and 2C). Linear
combination analysis with UVI and UIV endmembers agrees well
with the degree of UVI reduction determined by XANES (Table

emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) with a PerkinElmer 4300DV
instrument. The centrifugation supernatants (14,000g for 10
min) did not show any turbidity, indicating removal of the
solids and colloids from solution.
Synchrotron Characterization. X-ray absorption near
edge structure (XANES) spectra and extended X-ray
absorption ﬁne structure (EXAFS) spectra at the U LIII-edge
(17,166 eV) were collected at the MRCAT/EnviroCAT
bending magnet beamline64 (sector 10-BM) at the Advanced
Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory. The hydrated
pellets obtained by centrifugation of the suspensions were
sealed inside Plexiglas slides with Kapton ﬁlm windows and
refrigerated until measurement, which occurred within 24 h. All
samples were manipulated, stored, and measured under strict
anoxic conditions. Spectra were recorded at room temperature
in transmission and ﬂuorescence modes by using gas-ﬁlled
ionization detectors. To ensure data consistency and an
absence of radiation-induced changes in U speciation, spectra
were collected from three fresh locations, with three
consecutive scans taken at each location. The spectrum for
each sample was produced by averaging all consistent spectra.
Further details on sample preparation, beamline setup, and data
analysis can be found in the Supporting Information.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
UVI Reduction Extent. The reduction extent was quantiﬁed
by direct determination of U valence in the hydrated solid
phases. All three metal-reducing bacteria reduced UVI when
5670
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Figure 1. Uranium LIII edge XANES spectra from most of the
bioreduction samples, compared to UVI and UIV endmember spectra
(HUP and nanoparticulate uraninite, respectively). Spectra are oﬀset
vertically and grouped by metal-reducing bacteria: (A) S. putrefaciens
CN-32, (B) A. dehalogenans K, (C) G. sulfurreducens PCA. Arrowheads
indicate isosbestic points.

Figure 2. Uranium LIII edge k3-weighted EXAFS spectra. Sample IDs
are explained in Table 1. Spectra are oﬀset vertically and grouped with
respect to reducing bacteria species: (A) S. putrefaciens CN-32, (B) A.
dehalogenans K, (C) G. sulfurreducens PCA. Arrows indicate the
spectral trend with increasing extent of U transformation from HUP
(thick gray line) to the reduced UIV species. Isosbestic points are
indicated by arrowheads. Spectra from the most reduced sample
(BGB) and from nanoparticulate uraninite are compared in (D).

1 and Figure S6). All of the above suggest that U
transformations occurred from the starting UVI HUP species
to a predominant, bacteria-independent UIV endmember
species, without the accumulation of a stable intermediate or
other ﬁnal UIV species. Figure 2D compares the spectrum from
the most reduced sample (BGB) to a spectrum from
nanoparticulate uraninite, showing that the UIV endmember
species is not uraninite. The molecular structure of the UIV
species is analyzed in a separate section below.
Comparisons between the same samples reacted for diﬀerent
amounts of time show a greater extent of reduction with
increased reaction time (e.g., ASB vs ASB-20, AAB vs AAB-20,
AGB vs AGB-20 in Table 1 and Figure 3). The continuing
evolution between 10 and 20 days of reaction time suggests
slow kinetics of HUP reduction by the studied metal-reducing
bacteria and ongoing UVI reduction in all but one of the
reactors. A detailed kinetic interpretation of the experiments
was not possible with the limited number of synchrotron
measurements available to probe the solid-to-solid redox
transformations of U in our system. The interpretation of the
data was therefore constrained to comparing the reduction
extents over the same reaction period, assuming the same
reaction mechanism in all systems. The analysis carried out
under these limitations allows some trends to be observed in
the eﬀects of various parameters on the kinetics of HUP
reduction.
Eﬀect of Biogenic vs Abiotic HUP Source. Table 1 and
Figure 3 demonstrate a consistent and signiﬁcantly larger extent
of UVI reduction for biogenic HUP than for abiotic HUP, for
the same amount of added UVI. In the sample set without
added phosphate, the reduction extent observed in Shewanella
and Geobacter 10-day incubations was more than double with

biogenic HUP than with abiotic HUP, in either HEPES or
bicarbonate buﬀer. The same trend is observed with
Anaeromyxobacter in HEPES buﬀer and, to a smaller extent,
in bicarbonate buﬀer (UIV/Utotal = 53% vs 43% for biogenic vs
abiotic HUP, Table 1). Incubations with Anaeromyxobacter and
Geobacter in HEPES showed very limited reduction of the
abiotic HUP mineral over 10 days (8% and 13%, respectively),
whereas signiﬁcant reduction was observed with the biogenic
HUP mineral over the same period (22% and 29%,
respectively). All of the above results indicate that biogenic
HUP is reduced more extensively than abiotic HUP over
similar reaction times, for all three bacterial species, in each of
the examined buﬀers.
Eﬀect of Bicarbonate. The data in Table 1 and Figure 3
demonstrate a larger extent of UVI reduction in bicarbonate
buﬀer than in HEPES. The reduction extent was 1.4 to 5.4
times greater in bicarbonate than in HEPES buﬀer for all three
bacterial species, for both biogenic and abiotic HUP and for
systems with or without added phosphate. Incubations with
Shewanella showed the smallest increase in reduction extent
with bicarbonate addition (1.4 to 1.9 times that for HEPES),
whereas the eﬀect of bicarbonate was more pronounced in the
Anaeromyxobacter and Geobacter incubations (increase of 1.6 to
5.4 times). Comparisons of the reduction kinetics between
diﬀerent bacterial species was not possible because reactors
were normalized to the same number of cells only within each
metal-reducing species. The consistent results for all three
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Figure 3. Percentage of UVI in the solid phase over the studied reaction periods, as determined by ﬁts of the XANES spectra. Sample descriptions
and data are listed in Table 1. Data are labeled according to (1) the solution conditions (red, closed symbols = in bicarbonate solution; blue, open
symbols = in HEPES solution; gray = bicarbonate or HEPES with additional 4 mM phosphate) and (2) the origin of the starting HUP mineral
(circles, thin lines = biogenic HUP; squares, thick lines = abiotic HUP). The lines connecting the points provide a visual guide only. The uncertainty
shown as a vertical bar is the same for all points and represents the uncertainty in valence determination from EXAFS.

metal-reducing species indicate that bicarbonate promoted
more extensive UVI reduction, for both biogenic and abiotic
HUP. Bicarbonate enhancement of HUP bioreduction may also
be expected at lower (1−2 mM) bicarbonate concentrations
typical ﬁeld sites will also have lower U concentrations than the
ones studied here, which would result in similarly high
bicarbonate:U ratios and the predominance of the UVIcarbonate aqueous complex.
Eﬀect of Phosphate. The biogenic HUP reduction
experiments were carried out with and without 4 mM dissolved
phosphate added to the medium. The data in Table 1 and
Figure 3 demonstrate that increasing the phosphate concentration above that resulting from HUP dissolution dramatically
decreased the extent of UVI reduction. All incubations with
additional phosphate showed an extent of UVI reduction that
was 1.3 to 2.6 times less than that in corresponding systems
without added phosphate, despite the longer reaction time
allowed for the phosphate-amended systems. The extent of
reduction of biogenic HUP by Anaeromyxobacter and Geobacter
in the phosphate-amended HEPES-buﬀered medium was very
limited after 17 days (only 11% of total U). All of the above
observations indicate that the addition of phosphate inhibits
bioreduction of HUP.
Reduced UIV Speciation. The EXAFS data from the most
reduced sample (BGB) were analyzed to determine the atomic
coordination of UIV. Figure 4 compares the Fourier transform
of the data to those from UIV species characterized in previous
studies.7,8,68 The peak at R + Δ = 3.7 Å (Figure 4d) has been
shown to result from the U−U coordination in uraninite.7,8
This peak is absent in Figure 4a, indicating that the UIV
endmember species are not uraninite. Spectrum 4a is also
diﬀerent from that of carbonate-complexed UIV determined in a
previous study7 (Figure 4c). The signiﬁcant similarity of the
spectrum in Figure 4a to that from the previously characterized
UIV-phosphate complex (Figure 4b) suggests the predominance
of phosphate-complexed UIV in our system. Shell-by-shell
analysis (Supporting Information) indicates that the peak at R
+ Δ = 2.7 Å is due to UIV−P coordination at a distance of 3.1 Å
resulting from bidentate UIV-phosphate complexation. The
structure of this UIV phosphate complex is similar to that in the

Figure 4. Fourier transform of U LIII-edge EXAFS data from the most
reduced UIV species (BGB, see Table 1) compared to standards: (a)
sample BGB (this study); (b) UIV produced from reduction of
aqueous UVI carbonate by Desulfitobacterium spp. in the presence of
phosphate;7,68 (c) UIV produced from aqueous UVI carbonate by
Desulf itobacterium spp. in the absence of phosphate;7 (d) nanoparticulate uraninite standard. Fourier transforms are over the range k
= 2.2−10.4 Å−1 for Hanning window sills 1.0 Å−1 wide. Features noted
by vertical lines are discussed in the text; the peak at R + Δ ∼ 3.7 Å is
due to a U coordination shell, while the peak at R + Δ ∼ 2.7 Å is due
to a P shell.

mineral ningyoite [CaU(PO4)2·H2O].69 However, our systems
lacked suﬃcient Ca for stoichiometric ningyoite formation
(Ca:U < 7%), and synchrotron X-ray diﬀraction did not
indicate its presence in the reacted solids (data not shown).
This suggests that the observed UIV-phosphate or -phosphoryl
species may be isolated molecular complexes adsorbed to the
5672
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solids or that an amorphous UIV phosphate solid similar to
ningyoite was formed, with cations other than Ca2+ providing
charge balance in the structure. The bacteria studied here have
been shown to reduce aqueous UVI species to uraninite in a
phosphate-free, bicarbonate-buﬀered medium.7,8,10,11 The lack
of uraninite as a signiﬁcant endmember species in our system
and the lack of dependence of the UIV product on the metalreducing bacterial species or the presence of carbonate suggest
strong control by phosphate on UIV speciation, with P:U ratios
as low as 1:1 inhibiting uraninite formation and leading to
phosphate-complexed UIV.
Aqueous Uranium. The ICP analyses of the supernatants
from the biogenic HUP reactors without added phosphate
showed 3−9 μM U in the aqueous phase (Table 1). To
evaluate whether these concentrations represented aqueous UVI
in equilibrium with HUP, the HUP materials were suspended
in solutions identical to those in the bioreduction experiments
but without inoculation with the metal-reducing bacteria
(termed dissolution controls). In HEPES buﬀer, the measured
aqueous U concentration after 20 days was 6.13 ± 0.05 μM in
the biogenic HUP control compared to 4.96 ± 0.03 μM in the
abiotic HUP control. In bicarbonate buﬀer, the concentration
of U in solution increased dramatically to 37.56 ± 0.04 μM for
the biogenic mineral. An increase was also observed with the
abiotic mineral, with 13.61 ± 0.05 μM U detected in the
solution. These results indicate that the presence of bicarbonate
in the system supports higher aqueous U concentrations: about
6 times higher for the biogenic HUP and about 2.7 times higher
for the abiotic HUP in our study. The trend is consistent with
thermodynamic calculations showing increased solubility of
uranyl phosphate minerals above pH 4 in the presence of
bicarbonate (Figures S15−17 in ref 7). Under the conditions of
our experiments, the biogenic HUP mineral was more soluble
than abiotic HUP, supporting about 1.3 times higher aqueous
UVI concentrations in HEPES buﬀer and about 3 times higher
UVI concentrations in bicarbonate buﬀer. Higher solubility of
biogenic HUP relative to abiotic HUP was also reported by
Dunham-Cheatham et al.55 and attributed to the smaller size of
the biogenic HUP particles. Higher U concentrations measured
in our dissolution controls correlate with larger reduction
extents in the bioreduction reactors, the only exception to this
trend being samples BSH vs ASB (Figure 3). This correlation
may be interpreted as HUP solubility controlling the extent of
UVI bioreduction; however, the lower U concentrations
measured in the bioreduction reactors relative to the
corresponding dissolution controls indicate that aqueous U is
undersaturated with respect to HUP precipitation during the
bioreduction process (i.e., the system is not at equilibrium).
The latter suggests that the relative rates of HUP dissolution vs
the rates of dissolved UVI bioreduction and removal from
solution need to be considered in interpreting the observed
overall extents of reduction, as discussed below.
Mechanism of UVI Reduction. The majority of related
microbial UVI reduction studies7−13,59,61−63 have provided UVI
as dissolved species. Of the remainder, only a few have
explicitly examined the bioreduction of well-deﬁned, sparingly
soluble UVI mineral phases.53,60,70−72 Microbial respiration with
solid-phase electron acceptors requires diﬀerent mechanisms
for electron transfer compared to respiration with soluble
terminal electron acceptors that are easily transported into the
cell (e.g., molecular oxygen, nitrate, sulfate, etc.). In the case of
sparingly soluble FeIII oxides, some dissimilatory FeIII-reducing
bacteria (DIRB) transfer electrons to FeIII oxides by direct

physical contact with the oxide surface, whether by means of
reductases located on the outer membrane of Gram-negative
bacteria such as Geobacter and Shewanella73 or by electrically
conductive appendages (often described as nanowires).74,75
However, the need for physical contact with the FeIII oxide can
be readily overcome. The dissolution of FeIII oxides is
promoted by exogenous and endogenous ligands, and the
resulting soluble FeIII complexes can diﬀuse away from the
oxide and be reduced by DIRB at a distance.76,77 Likewise, the
transfer of electrons from the cell to external electron acceptors
like FeIII oxides can be facilitated by soluble electron shuttles78
that can be reversibly oxidized and reduced; the oxidized form
of the electron shuttle is reduced by the organism and, in its
reduced form, can transfer electrons to the FeIII oxide at a
distance and become reoxidized. Although they are not wholly
conclusive, our results do provide the basis for informed
speculation on the bioreduction of UVI in our experimental
systems with respect to the mechanism of electron transfer 
whether the UVI in HUP is reduced predominantly via electron
transfer directly to the solid phase UVI (designated as “solidUVI”) or is reduced as a dissolved or adsorbed species after
HUP dissolution (designated as “dissolved-UVI”).
A consistently greater extent of reduction was observed with
biogenic HUP than with abiotic HUP for all three metal
reducers examined in this study. This may be the result of
diﬀerences in particle size between biotic and abiotic HUP. In
previous work, the biogenic HUP particles were found to have a
platy morphology, with lengths of 10−30 nm and thickness of
1−5 nm, while the abiotically formed HUP particles had a
similar morphology but larger particle size, with lengths of 50−
150 nm and thickness of about 10 nm.55 For freely suspended
particles in solution, smaller particles would be expected to
increase the extent of UVI reduction for a solid-UVI reduction
mechanism because of larger exposed surface area. However,
biogenic HUP was added as particles agglomerated at the cell
wall surface of B. subtilis, creating a thin coat of HUP (see
Dunham-Cheatham et al.,55 Figure 3). Such agglomeration
eﬀectively limits the area of biogenic HUP available for direct
contact with metal-reducing bacteria to the surface area of B.
subtilis cells. In contrast, abiotic HUP was added as freely
suspended particles so their entire surface area is available for
direct contact with the metal reducing bacteria or with the
solution. Estimates made by using the average size and
morphology of B. subtilis cells and the HUP particles indicate
that the surface area of the biogenic HUP is 4 times that of
abiotic HUP for freely suspended particles. However, the
ef fective area for direct contact with B. subtilis-associated HUP is
up to 27 times smaller. (Details of the calculations are provided
in the Supporting Information.) Since the rate of UVI reduction
by the solid-UVI reduction mechanism is expected to be
proportional to the surface area available for direct contact, one
would expect a smaller extent of reduction with the biogenic
HUP relative to the abiotic HUP (at any given time), which is
contrary to our results. Conversely, for a dissolved-UVI
reduction mechanism, the extent of UVI reduction at any
given time will be correlated with the HUP dissolution rate and
the dissolved UVI reduction rate. Because HUP particles
associated with the B. subtilis cells are not encapsulated, a
large proportion of their surface area remains in contact with
the solution. The greater surface area of biogenic HUP in
contact with solution would result in a greater extent of UVI
reduction for a dissolved-UVI reduction mechanism controlled
by the mineral dissolution rate. It is also possible that biogenic
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Figure 5. Schematic of the proposed HUP bioreduction mechanism. Uranium atoms are in yellow, O atoms are in blue, P atoms are in red. Electrons
are transferred from the bacteria to the dissolved or bacterially adsorbed species of U formed after HUP dissolution, instead of directly to the mineral
surface. Reduction is followed by precipitation of UIV phosphate. The data for the crystal structures of UVI phosphate and UIV phosphate were
obtained from Morosin et al.89 and Dusausoy et al.69

UVI reduction rates in our system should be similar to those in
previous studies. Only 24−72 h were necessary for complete
removal of 50−1400 μM aqueous UVI by Shewanella,
Anaeromyxobacter, or Geobacter spp. in 30 mM bicarbonate
medium without Ca2+.10,23,63,82−84 The limited reduction of
HUP observed here over 10−20 days is in contrast to the fast
aqueous UVI bioreduction established previously, again
suggesting that mineral dissolution is the rate-limiting step.
Note that the aqueous reduction step still aﬀects the overall
rate, even if it is not rate-limiting. This is evident from the
diﬀerent reduction extents observed in the incubations with the
three bacterial species (Figure 3). The latter can be rationalized
in terms of diﬀerent reduction rates for dissolved UVI aﬀecting
the HUP dissolution kinetics by controlling the amount of
product in the dissolution reaction (i.e., the degree of saturation
in the solution). Indeed, a correlation can be observed between
the measured UVI concentrations in solution and the overall
reduction extent observed in reactors with bicarbonate  the
extent of reduction was more limited with Anaeromyxobacter
where higher transient U concentrations were also observed
(Table 1, Figure 3). In other words, faster bioreduction of the
dissolved UVI species leads to lower aqueous UVI concentrations, which in turn promote faster HUP dissolution,
resulting in higher overall reduction rates.
The preferential reduction of dissolved UVI species over
solid-phase UVI in our experimental systems would not be
expected a priori. As mentioned previously, Geobacter and
Shewanella spp. are known to transfer electrons to FeIII oxides
by direct physical contact with the oxide surface, whether by
means of reductases located on the outer membrane73 or by
electrically conductive appendages.74,75 Even though Anaeromyxobacter, Geobacter, and Shewanella can respire by using
solid-phase FeIII oxides as electron acceptors, our results are
consistent with reduction of UVI in HUP primarily via the
dissolved-UVI reduction mechanism, consistent with the
dissolution/reduction pathway reported for reduction of UVI
in sodium boltwoodite (NaUO2SiO3OH•1.5 H2O) by S.
oneidensis MR-1.70,85 The results suggest diﬀerent enzymatic
mechanisms for solid phase UVI- vs FeIII-reduction by these
bacteria.
Environmental Signiﬁcance. Understanding the mechanisms, kinetics, and controls on UVI bioreduction under the
various conditions possible in natural and engineered systems
(e.g., phosphate amendments) contributes to our ability to
predict and control the migration of U in contaminated
environments and provides insight into electron transfer from
metal-reducing bacteria to soluble or solid-phase electron
acceptors. The slow bioreduction of phosphate-precipitated UVI
observed here and also in Khijniak et al.53 establishes reduction

HUP had a higher intrinsic dissolution rate than abiotitc HUP.
Alternatively, for a dissolved-U VI reduction mechanism
controlled by the equilibrium UVI concentration, the higher
dissolved UVI concentrations observed in the biogenic relative
to abiotic HUP systems would be expected to result in a greater
extent of UVI reduction for biogenic HUP. Indeed, we observed
a greater extent of reduction of biogenic HUP consistent with a
dissolved-UVI reduction mechanism, as illustrated in Figure 5.
Support for the dissolved-UVI reduction mechanism is also
provided by the eﬀect of carbonate and phosphate concentrations on the extent of UVI reduction. Results for the
dissolution controls show that the presence of carbonate
supports higher aqueous UVI concentrations, whereas the
presence of additional phosphate inhibits HUP dissolution.
These trends correlate well with the observed extents of UVI
reduction, supporting a dissolved-UVI reduction mechanism
controlled by the steady-state UVI concentration. Alternatively,
if one assumes a dissolved-UVI reduction mechanism controlled
by the mineral dissolution rate, then the presence of carbonate
is also expected to result in a larger extent of UVI reduction,
because carbonate has been shown to increase the concentration of U in solution and the rate of UVI mineral
dissolution.47,79−81 We did not measure dissolution rates for
phosphate minerals in the presence of phosphate and did not
ﬁnd them in the literature. However, slower HUP dissolution
would be expected in phosphate-amended solutions because of
the higher activity of dissolved phosphate species. For assumed
mineral dissolution control of UVI bioreduction, the lower HUP
reduction extent observed here with added phosphate again
supports a dissolved-UVI reduction mechanism.
Additional insight into the relative importance of HUP
dissolution vs dissolved-UVI reduction in determining the
overall rate of HUP bioreduction can be inferred from the
measured U concentrations and the aqueous UVI reduction
rates observed in previous studies. The aqueous U VI
concentrations in equilibrium with biogenic or abiotic HUP
measured in the bicarbonate-buﬀered dissolution controls were
38 and 14 μM, respectively, whereas aqueous U concentrations
measured during the ongoing HUP bioreduction were only 3−
9 μM (Table 1 and “dissolved uranium” discussion above).
Aqueous U concentrations that are lower than the U
concentrations in equilibrium with the mineral suggest that
HUP dissolution is slower than the reduction of dissolved UVI
and that dissolution is the rate-limiting step. Once UVI is
dissolved in solution, the presence or absence of phosphate
does not appreciably alter the UVI species distribution in 30
mM bicarbonate because of the prevalence of UVI-carbonate
complexes at pH ∼7 (see speciation calculations in the
Supporting Information), which suggests that the aqueous
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as a potential pathway for further U transformations after ﬁeldsite phosphate amendments. It also indicates that excess
phosphate may slow down UVI reduction during bioremediation. The observed enhancement eﬀect of bicarbonate on the
reduction extent suggests a way to speed up bioreduction of
solid-phase UVI. The latter, however, should be balanced with
the decrease in bioreduction rates of aqueous UVI in the
presence of Ca and bicarbonate.82 The eﬀectiveness of
phosphate amendments for long-term immobilization of U at
contaminated sites is predicated on the stability of the resultant
UVI phosphate phases. The formation of bioreduced UIV species
that are similar to ningyoite (and diﬀerent from uraninite)
raises new questions about the stability of UIV
phases.7,50,57,61,68,86 Ningyoite was originally identiﬁed as the
main ore component in an unoxidized zone of the Ningyo-toge
mine, Tottori Prefecture, Japan, and was thought to be unique
to this region;87 it has since been identiﬁed in ore deposits in
North America, Europe, and Asia88 and is the most commonly
occurring and best characterized of the UIV phosphate minerals.
Despite this, there is a paucity of data relevant to understanding
and predicting the geochemical behavior of ningyoite and
related UIV-phosphate phases. Ningyoite appears to be less
soluble than HUP.58 Therefore, the bioreduction of uranyl
phosphates to ningyoite or ningyoite-like phases could further
limit U mobility. However, as with uraninite, ningyoite is
susceptible to oxidation if anoxic conditions are not maintained.
More information on the geochemical behavior of ningyoite
and related uranous phosphate phases under environmentally
relevant conditions is needed to properly assess their impact on
the fate of U in reducing subsurface environments, during or
after remediation approaches based on phosphate amendment.
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